Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque Centre Joins People of Determination to Convey Its Cultural Message to The World Within “RE’HAAB ALHEMAM” Program.

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque Centre launched the “RE’HAAB ALHEMAM” program aiming to integrate people of determination in several initiatives and activities organized by the Centre as part of its commitment to social responsibility and belief in this category’s active and influential role, as an essential part of the social fabric of the nation.

The Centre’s first initiative within the program allocated special remote cultural tours in sign language for the “deaf community” broadcasted live on its Instagram channel in both Arabic and English, incoordination, and direct cooperation with Zayed Higher Organization for People of Determination, The Dubai Club for People of Determination, Sharjah City for Humanitarian Services and UAE Deaf Association.

Through the “RE’HAAB ALHEMAM” Program, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque Centre explores sign language in Arabic and English as a new channel of cultural communication with “people of...
“People of Determination” across various cultures worldwide on the broadest possible scale.

An interpreter translated the cultural tours led by the Centre’s Cultural Tour Specialists in sign language, which in turn consolidates the mosque’s vision. It allowed this category to learn about the rich legacy of our late founding father, Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who established noble human values and notions within the UAE society. While he also believed that this category’s expertise could contribute in the overall developmental process through their active and influential presence in various fields.

Within this context, and through the “RE’HAAB ALHEMAM” Program, the Centre is currently training and empowering People of determination to participate in providing Special exclusive tours in sign language targeting this category and those interested.

The program allows them to contribute towards supporting the mosque’s civilizational mission, extending bridges of cross-cultural communication, and spreading the message of tolerance and coexistence between cultures from Abu Dhabi to the world.

It provides them with the opportunity to brief their counterparts worldwide about the founding fathers’ vision and noble values that form the stable foundations of the UAE’s society, who aspired for the Grand Mosque to become a leading global platform that promotes them.

While it also enables them to highlight the captivating features of Islamic art and architecture manifested throughout the grand edifice, which creates a harmonious fusion of designs from various Islamic eras, with direct support from the Centre’s cultural tour specialist team.

This initiative emanates from the country’s wise leadership’s prudent vision that deems “People of Determination” as an active and influential partner in the comprehensive developmental process, and a focal part of the community that cannot be overlooked. Through investing in the energies and capabilities of people of determination, the “RE’HAAB ALHEMAM” initiative, aims to facilitate their full integration into society. In addition to enabling them to work alongside their peers and participate in steering the wheel of achievements and raise the UAE’s name high.

Video Link:

https://we.tl/t-zD75eRwHT6

Instagram story virtual tour:

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18111364036109294/
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